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iResponse PRO iPhone/iPod Touch Application
The iResponse PRO iPhone/iPod Touch Application component works in conjunction with the iResponse
PRO Utility, and allows the students to respond to and participate in the question and answer session and
to receive distributed test(s).
The iResponse PRO iPhone/iPod Touch Application is downloaded by the student and is required for all
participants in the training session. By using this component, students are able to log-in to the question
and answer session, respond to questions, start a test, review a test, submit a test, view their individual
progress, and view the overall progress of class. The application enables the user to receive and display
multiple choice, true/false, yes/no, and survey style questions transmitted by the iResponse PRO Utility.
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The iResponse PRO Utility is
comprised of 4 screens:
iResponse PRO Connect Screen:
Used to create the class ID, session
name, and view devices connected to
the testing session.

appsupport@tate-inc.com
iResponse PRO Questions Screen:
Used to create the list of questions
For more information
on any of our additional
products or services please

and answers, select the question
type, determine feedback status, and
transmit the question and answer or
test to the connected devices.

visit us on the Web at:
iResponse PRO Answers Screen:
www.TATE-Inc.com

Used to view the respondents
answers in a bar graph format, with
an option to highlight the correct
answers.
iResponse PRO Statistics:
Enables the user to view the analytical
data of the session, including class
performance and student performance
that may be further sorted by question
or individual. This data may be saved/
exported in an xml format.
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